This study aims to clarify the succession of the community development and explore the promotion of settlement through reutilization of unoccupied houses starting with creative activities. We focus on the case of Baika Sikanjima in Osaka. It is a case of community development through the creative activities that is being processed independently without public funds. The results of this study are as follows; 1) Artists who participated in the art event settled and created their ateliers. 2) The art event which artists exhibited their works in vacant houses has been gradually changed to open their ateliers to the public. 3) It is important that there is a framework for promoting settlement that having art event, unoccupied house tour, trial living program, brokerage and renovation. 4) To realize the settle down and continue, it is also important that business for reutilization of unoccupied houses should be valid for the organizers. 5)
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Prof. Cyber media Center, Osaka University, Dr. Eng. Industrial districts which had been leading the Japanese economic growth, declined along with the change of industrial structure. Many large-scale factories were withdrawn and reduced. The residential area near the littoral industrial areas which have been supplying the labor have a lot of unoccupied house in relation to aging and declining population. In many case, these unoccupied houses had also made a factor of the whole decline in towns because these have been neglected without the next residents and any planning of rebuilding.
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This study aims to clarify the succession of community development and explore the promotion of settlement through the utilization of unoccupied house. We focus on the community development of Baika Sikanjima in Osaka.
It is a case of self-reliant community development through the creative activities that is being processed independently without public funds. We examined the process, approach and perceptions of the stakeholders, the creators and visitors in this area with the literature-review, interviews and the questionnaire survey.
The major findings of this study are as follows.
1) This movement is divided into four phases; the first that students renovated a vacant room, the second that the annual event was held and artists settled, the third that stakeholder was changed and the existing artists promoted another, and the forth phase that the movement expands to public as well as artists. The number of ateliers that reutilized unoccupied house is increasing in this area.
2) There is a framework for promotion of settlement. ) "The annual art event" that exhibited works in unoccupied houses at first has been gradually changed to open the creators' ateliers and giving off the town's attraction to the public. ) There is "Trial Living" program that people interested can live for short time in this area. ) "Unoccupied Houses Tour" has been joint in the annual event. ) There is "Intermediation" that an architect and local estate help people find proper unoccupied house and settle there. Renovation" is allowed for residents. Some creators and young people have settled through these programs.
3) Free atmosphere is an important factor with cheap rent and transportation convenience to settle here. For realization of moving, in addition to cooperation of a landowner, it is also important that architect and local real estate mediate the condition of free renovation and house rent between owner of unoccupied house and prospective resident. This reutilization project of unoccupied houses results in a benefit to each other. It is a core business for landowner and local real estate and it takes to renovation works for architect. These suggest that this project can be a sustainable business.
4) On the other hand, there are some assignments to sustain this community development. i) Along with creators increase, it is hard to pull together. ii) It is necessary for creators to be aware of the relationship with the local residents and communicate with them. iii) Some owners have anxiety of putting the creators as tenants.
These should be considered in order to carry out community development through reutilization of unoccupied houses starting with creative activities in the future. 
